
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a QA analyst, senior. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for QA analyst, senior

Gain approval from identified project stakeholders on all UAT deliverables
Manage the testing component within agreed timetables
Provide strategic direction, undertake test planning, scope the testing
required, estimate the effort and duration of testing, and determine resource
and environment requirements
Ensure SDLC – Testing component is met
Complete Test Strategy and have a high level understanding of all projects
Provide quality control and improvement of processes and outputs
Undertake operational and technical aspects of processing information, data
evaluation and analysis
Providing Test Reports on all test activity
Perform quality testing for the Sapiens Stingray software suite
Design automated system load tests

Qualifications for QA analyst, senior

Ability to read and understand existing SQL codes/scripts, and to explain the
flow of an existing SQL script
Strong experience validating data utilizing different testing techniques, such
as transformation check, data quality check, duplicates check, data integrity
checkExtensive experience analyzing test results and performing root cause
analysis
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experience with DW/ETL testing OR at least 3+ years of experience in a
structured software/testing environment with some direct test tool or
application development experience and experience with DW/ETL testing
AND a degree in a computer/software related field
4+ years of experience in a structured software environment with direct
software testing and hands-on experience with DW/ETL testing, OR at least 2
years of experience in a structured software environment with direct software
testing and hands-on experience with DW/ETL testing AND a Degree in a
computer/software related field
Ability to translate complex business rules into SQL using multiple table joins,
simple and correlated subqueries, set operations, analytic functions, single
and group functions
Must have 5+ years of Test Management experience


